
12v Off Grid Solar Lights:

Can offer security and safety 
lighting whilst the latrines 
are in use at night

Guttering:

Can be attached to the back 
of the ‘Superstructure 
Latrine’ to help collect          
rainwater 

Ground Anchors:

Can be provided to help 
to secure the units to the 
ground
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Raised Latrines
Our Raised Latrine is an ideal sanitation solution, for built up urban areas 
or locations with a high water table, during emergency situations. 
The raised platform and waste collection tanks present a stable structure 
on which to position a row of our superstructure latrines to ensure that 
there is access to multiple cubicles. 

The Raised Latrine lifts the squat plate to a height of 800mm. This provides 
suffi cient space underneath a superstructure latrine for a collection box 
that can securely store waste before disposal. This box is assembled from 
heavy duty corrugated plastic sheeting with an external pressure treated 
timber frame with a containment area of approx. 1m³  to potentially store 
up to 1000 litres of waste. 

We have designed the toilet cubicles to offer full privacy and security  that 
allows for any individual to access a dignifi ed toilet facility.  

There are two simple access  points, one allowing the waste to be easily 
disposed of by a vacuum truck or alternative hand pump. The second 
access point allows for maintenance and prevent blockages inside the 
waste collection tank. Inside the tank we have included a ‘waterproof 
liner’ and a ‘polypropylene  bag’ which can prevent waste from infi ltrating 
the ground outside of the latrine. 

The pressure treated timber Raised Latrine features stairs, which can be 
positioned from the front or side allowing plenty of access during busy 
periods of use. The stairs and platform are provided with handrails for 
adults and children for safety reasons. 

*image displays double unit

Optional Extras


